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COTTONPICKERS OPEN 1954 CENTER SOFTBALL SEASON BY DRUBBING SPAOS-40 TO 7
The fighting Cottonpickers started the softball season off with a bang by

drubbing the SPA'S by a score of 10 to 7, Tom Anthony) Jack Pretti) and Joe
Kraynick led the winning attack with 2 hits each and 8 RBl's between them. John
Kubishin of the SPA'S was the batting star of the day rapping out 3 singles and
a double in four times at bat. Fran Lawrence and Bill Bless were two other
hitting stars) the latter teeing off with a homer in the Ist inning, The SPA'S
outhit the Pickers 17-8 but the winners combined their 8 hits to the best advantage.
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TOSSES FASHIONABLE 1 HITTER

Tuesday Evening, the NiteHawks behind the near perfect tossing of pitcher
Ivy Michaels, blasted the SDA'S to the tune of 6 to 10 The only hit allowed was
a two base blow by the SPA'S initial batter-Horlacker- Michaels proceeded to
strike out 13 opposing batters and was in complete control, The lone SPA'S run
came on a fielding error, The slugging Bear took top honors on the stick as he
belted two over the fence for doubles-Clint Frank and Pundi also poled doubles
for the Hawks, The Hawks are now in a first place tie with the Cottonpickers,
(Last rghts score was not available at press time)
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Tuesday's Score— Nite Hawks 6
SPA'S

Last Week's Score—Cottonpickers— 10
SPA'S

DAFFYNITIONS Helicopter: An egg beater with ambition.
Civilization: An advance from shoeless toes to toeless shoes.Tourists: people who travel thousands of miles to get a

snapshot of themselves standing by their car.
Reindeer: a house with aTV antenna.
Sense of Humor: What makes you laugh at something that would

make you mad it it happened to you.
Velocity: what a person puts a hotplate down with.

Saying of the Week: Gossip is like mud thr-own against a clean wall; it
probably won't sticks but nearly always it leaves a


